
Bound For Glory 2013 Preview
Somehow  there are only six matches for this thing so either
each match is getting twenty minutes or some stuff is being
added in.  Let’s get to it. We’ll start with the main event
which was made No DQ via Twitter after Impact, because saying
it’s No DQ ON THE FREAKING TV SHOW would have been a waste of
time.  I’ll go with what should be obvious and have AJ get the
title here, but I have a bad feeling we’ll see some screwjob
that sees AJ lose when he’s supposed to win.  Yes it would be
stupid, but that’s how TNA rolls anymore.

 

Jeff Hardy to win the X Title.  Hardy doesn’t lose at BFG.
Bobby Roode better beat Angle, or the lesson apparently is
work hard to help the company and you get to lose to a guy who
can’t stop drinking at work and gets arrested once a year or
so.  This feud is going to continue though.

 

I’ll go with Hernandez and Chavo to win the title shot because
these two are the charmed team in TNA for whatever ridiculous
reason TNA has.  I have no idea what they see in the pairing
because they bore everyone to death.  They’ll win the gauntlet
but lose the title match.

 

Magnus over Sting with him turning heel because if there’s one
thing TNA is lacking, it’s a 58th heel in the upper midcard.

 

Gail wins the Knockouts Title because she has to have it once
every few months or the Knockouts Gods will destroy the earth.
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Overall, Bound For Glory feels like a very flat show.  There’s
nothing on here that sounds like a big match and the entire
thing  feels  like  a  launching  pad  into  the  TNA  vs.  Dixie
story.  I’m convinced Hogan appears at the end to screw over
Dixie after she screws over AJ and get the title on Styles,
because that’s what the promotion clearly needs: more HOGAN. 
I’m not looking forward to this show and it feels like it’s
the biggest show of the year because TNA calls it the biggest
show of the year.  I was WAY more excited for Slammiversary
with its lame main event.  The wrestling should be good but
the build has been awful.

 

Thoughts/predictions?


